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Background to the Course!

•Richard Southern's "The Making of the Middle Ages" in 1950s 
set the tone for the study of the Middle Ages 1000-1300 as 
French and predominantly about the upper classes. !
•Challenged by authors such as Bartlett (student of Southern) 
who argues that the Middle Ages are formed through peasants, 
towns, conflict, technology etc. Bartlett also interested in 
mentalities - the culture clash. A Europe which extends beyond 
France and enacted on its frontiers where cultures met. !
•Between 1000 and 1300 there is a huge expansion of the 
boundaries of Christendom. However not just about expansion. 
Also about how transformation happens within Christendom!
•To understand Christendom it is important to have a view of 
the concept of Christendom which extends beyond geography. !
•R I Moore "Formation of a Persecuting Society" - tells a darker 
tale of the growth of the persecution of 

minorities. A "dystopian mirror image" of Southern's view. !
• Challenge to draw students into the complexity of the medieval 

world and it's presentation, without becoming lost. A degree of 
bewilderment is appropriate in the scale of the period and in the 
process of becoming an historian. !

• How far does Latin Christendom encompass other cultures? 
How can the world be seen through medieval eyes? Use of 
maps and the local environment.!

• First term is organised around sources as a means of rooting 
the Middle Ages. The Cathedral and Castle provide a built 
environment example to show the convergence of themes. 
They are good examples of frontiers in terms of the Norman 
conquest. Also use Turner as a means of understanding 
medieval frontiers.!

•Using sources such as the story of Abelard and Heloise, the 
Chanson de Roland, The stories of Percival - all show a common 
theme - people in diverse places are enjoying and relating to the 
the same stories.!
•The notion of the Middle Ages as an age of faith with the pope 
above all is a contented vision. Papal visions of church power can 
be used to challenge this. Major change at Lateran Council in 
1215 sets up pope as the central person responsible for souls. 
Also sets up the idea that Jews should be distinguishable by their 
dress. Also establishes concepts of heresy.  !



• Why is the Church so important in this period? A 
society which focuses more on the next life than 
this. This is a very different mental world - ideas 
of death are central - this affects the working of 
politics etc.!!

• Durham castle built by Normans. Quite 
luxurious compared to others.!

• Great Hall is later medieval. Importance of 
communal eating in middle ages. English word 
lord means giver of bread - centrality of food 
and power. Bishops covered everything with 
coats of arms!

• 16th century Gallery home to one of best C12th 
arches in Durham. What can we infer from the 
nature of the gallery, decoration of arch etc? 
Wanted to show patronage. Prince bishops a 
buffer so giving them freedom ensured a kind of 
loyalty in a difficult borderland!

• Doorway was an important processional 
entrance and exit - statement of power to 
medieval people.!

• The Norman Chapel - built in 1072 and rediscovered in C19th. Huge similarities with 
French Romanesque architecture. Good for getting a sense of time and ownership of 
local history.!

• Cathedral - cathedral itself is a mix of Roman and English styles. Cloister created as a 
place for monks who had moved from Lindisfarne due to Viking attacks. Normans rebuilt 
the original "white church" - made a statement about Norman power. Also a central 
location for shrines eg Cuthbert from Lindisfarne!

• Founded in 1093. Although towers etc are later, the main block is essentially Norman. 
Physical presence of the stone structures shows Norman dominance. Normans for 
example moved the marketplace.  


